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In the second novel addition to the One Urge, One Plea, Keep Me Trilogy, Damon and Alayna are

settling into their new relationship with less drama and limelight, but that can only last so long for

this couple. Alayna is asked to write a novel with the wildly successful Phillip Channing, and Damon

is not keen on the idea. Alayna finds herself in predicaments with Damon where timing is

everything.Damonâ€™s ex, Tiffany, resurfaces, dropping another bombshell, and Damon and

Alayna are faced with a difficult decision. Can this couple, who love each other beyond measure,

weather the storms they continue to face? Will they get their final happily ever after?One Urge, One

Plea, Keep Me and Inordinate Desire must be read prior to Vow of Devotion. This novel contains

harsh language and descriptive sexual scenes, including aspects of BDSM.
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Oh wow what can I say Scarlet Wolfe has done it again.... Left me speechless lol. Wow this final

book in Damon and Alayna story was so good that I had alot of emotions going through me. As

always it keeps you on the end of your seat till the very last which I love, there's alot of wtf moments

and lol and of course a few heartbreak moments. Scarlet has definitely done a very very good job at



closing Damon and Alayna story. With a love like theirs and a bond between two people like these

two you can overcome any obstacle as long as you stand together!!! I loved them from the first book

in the One Urge Triology and this is definitely one of my favourite series ever!!! Thank you Scarlet

Wolfe for sharing Damon and Alayna with us. We all love them so much!!!

We finally get more of Damon and Alayna. Damon is ready to become one with the only woman to

make him feel again but mostly she showed him how to truly Love. Life is not easy and decisions

have to be made not only for them but a young boy. Will this make them stronger or will it tear then

apart. One thing I will say, I love how Alayna showed her Alpha guy Damon a side he never knew.

You have a hard business man that found his softer side through the love of Alayna. Life comes full

circle. The True HEA. I recommend this book and series.

Absolutely amazing. I love Alanya and Damon. The twist and turns this story took were amazing.

From the adoption of Cameron to the birth of Reed. I hope we will be able to read more of their story

to see if they ever get to feel secure and relaxed in their new life. Also I hope to read more about

how Cameron adjusted to them and his new life, to see Reed and what the new baby is and how

their life is now with their amazing family.

I loved this whole series. Damon and Alayna's story was a rollercoaster ride. I laughed and cried!

They get their happily ever after. And them taking in Cameron was so heart warming. Scarlet you

are an amazing author. Can't wait to see what you have next!

I decided to go back and read the previous books in this series to get ready for this installment. I am

so glad I did. I read the entire series this weekend and enjoyed every single minute of it. This is just

another awesome read from Scarlet Wolfe. Her characters are so real. I could have read on forever.

This is a wonderful ending to Damon and Alayna story! I loved all the books in this series! The story

line was good and the characters were believable.. I did connect and was taken away through their

journey!

This is the final book in the One Urge, One Plea, Keep Me series. Please read the previous books

before this one. You NEED to know the whole story...and you will not be disappointed. It's definitely

a sad day when you finish as you know it's the end...or at least it was for me. I LOVE Damon and



Alayna. Their struggles and happiness through the whole series really tells a person how a great

couple can make things work...and they'll definitely need to work together in this book. They are

thrown a curve ball or two that I know I didn't see coming...bet you won't either. I'm begging you,

just read the series. You're gonna fall in love them just as much as I did. I refuse to say any more

because I hate to give away any spoilers...so just read it!

This book is where Damon and Alayna find out if their love is meant to last. Does Damon trust

Alayna enough to let her work on a book with another man, a man who is attracted to Alayna? Does

Alayna love Damon enough to weather the storm that is Tiffany, the ex?Can they weather the

storms? Can they handle the rain to get to the rainbow?
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